
QuickConnect Overview  

QuickConnect is a new and innovative add-on for Sustainability Sure specifically designed for the easy 

retrieval of data from other business systems without the need for any software development or IT work. 

QuickConnect is used by organisations who wish to automate the data collection element of their Carbon, 

Energy and CSR reporting. 

Benefits:  

 Enable staff to focus on achieving reductions and 

insightful reporting instead of gathering data. 

 Remove the human overhead in data collection and 

data manipulation. 

 Remove human error from your data collection process. 

 Increase data completeness and data accuracy. 

 Remove duplication of effort by synchronising data from 

multiple systems. 

 Remove misaligned reporting from different systems by synchronising data across those systems. 

Features: 

 Setup takes less than 3 hours per connection. 

 Feeds can be half-hourly, hourly, daily, weekly or 

monthly.  

 The data is loaded 100% correctly, 100% of the time 

ready for analysis on screen. 

 Immediate visualisation of data through interactive 

dashboards. 

How does it work? 

Most business systems have the ability to email a data file or report to a person’s email address at a 

recurring period, for example at 9am every morning.  A report/data file can be quickly setup to be run and 

emailed at a set time to a specific email address every day. The Sustainability Sure software uses advanced 

neural network technology to interpret that data when it receives it, validates that the data is correct, 

accurate and complete and loads that data into the system to the appropriate meter, building or asset. 

Is QuickConnect just for energy data?  

No. QuickConnect works for any business system which can produce a data file and email it to an external 

email address at a set periodic interval. Other systems include business travel and expense systems, building 

management systems, ERP, accounting and finance systems. 


